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Ev3! ∙! CrossHspecies! chromosome! painting! in! Oligoryzomys! (Cricetidae,!
Sigmodontinae):!complex!rearrangements! in! the!karyotype!evolution!of! the!

genus!

Camilla"B."DiVNizo1," Karen"Ventura2,"Malcolm"A." FergusonVSmith3," Patricia" C."M."O’Brien3," Yatiyo"
YonenagaVYassuda2"&"Maria"J."J."Silva1"
1" Laboratório" de" Ecologia" e" Evolução," Instituto" Butantan," Brazil;" 2" Departamento" de" Genética" e" Biologia" Evolutiva," Instituto" de"
Biociências,"USP,"Brazil;" 3" Cambridge"Resource"Centre" for"Comparative"Genomics,"Department"of"Veterinary"Medicine,"University"of"
Cambridge,"UK"

Oligoryzomys"belongs"to"the"tribe"Oryzomyini,"and"encompasses"about"22"species."Karyological"data"reveal"
diploid"numbers"ranging"from"2n=44"in"Oligoryzomys"sp."2"to"2n=72"in"O."utiaritensis."The"aim"of"this"work"
is"to"investigate"chromosome"homologies"among"Oligoryzomys"species"using"chromosome"painting"and"also"
to" infer" the" rearrangements" that" have" occurred" during" karyotype" evolution." Thus," 24" sets" of" whole"
chromosome" probes" from" Oligoryzomys$ moojeni" (OMO)" with" 2n=70" were" hybridized" to" another" five"
Oligoryzomys" species." The" probes" painted" 31" segments" on" O.$ fornesi" (OFO)," 2n=62;" 32" segments" on" O."
microtis" (OMI)," 2n=64;" 33" on" O.$ nigripes" (ONI)," 2n=62" and" on" O.$ rupestris" (ORU)," 2n=46;" and" 34" on"
Oligoryzomys" sp." 2" (OSP)," 2n=44." OMO" probes" 4" and" 5" showed" a" syntenic" association" in" all" species."
Concerning"ORU" and"OSP," species"with" the" lowest" diploid" numbers," a" total" of" 8" probes" hybridized" to" 11"
segments"ORU"1"and"9"probes"hybridized"to"12"segments"on"OSP"1."Also,"OMO"6"painted"three"segments"in"
ORU," corresponding" to" the" proximal" segment" of" ORU" 2q," and" the" whole" of" ORU" 19" and" 20." In" OSP," the"
segment"corresponding" to"ORU"20"was"homologous" to"OSP"1p."OMO"X"showed"signals"of"hybridization" in"
both" X" and" Y" chromosomes." The" results" revealed" that" extensive" chromosomal" rearrangements," such" as"
pericentric" inversions" or" repositioning" of" centromeres," Robertsonian" rearrangements" and" tandem"
fusions/fissions," have" driven" the" differentiation" of" Oligoryzomys" species" karyotypes," as" well" as"
loss/inactivation" or" gain/activation" of" centromeres" and" telomeric" sequences." Financial" support:" FAPESP,"
CAPES"
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Ev4! ∙!Differences! in! sperm! traits! associated! to! sperm! competition! between!

rodent!natural!populations!

M."Tourmente,"Juan"J."LuqueV"&"Eduardo"R."S."Roldan"

Reproductive" Ecology" and" Biology" Group," Museo" Nacional" de" Ciencias" Naturales" (CSIC)," Madrid;" Depto." Ciencias" Agroforestales,"
Universidad"de"Valladolid,"Palencia,"Spain"

Sexual" selection" may" promote" divergence" between" populations." Sperm" competition," one" form" of" postV
copulatory" sexual" selection," is" known" to" favour" changes" in" ejaculate" quality" and" sperm" swimming" speed,"
which" improve" ejaculate" competitiveness." We" thus" tested" the" prediction" that" natural" populations" from"
species"with" high" levels" of" sperm" competition" should" diverge" to" a" greater" extent" in" ejaculate" traits" than"
those"from"species"with"low"levels"of"sperm"competition."We"compared"populations"of"two"rodent"species"
with"different"sperm"competition"levels."Results"showed"that"populations"from"a"species"with"high"levels"of"
sperm" competition" (Apodemus$ sylvaticus)" exhibited" differences" in" relative" testes" size," sperm" quality" and"
swimming" velocity." In" addition," variation" within" populations" was" small." In" contrast," populations" from" a"
species" with" low" levels" of" sperm" competition" (Mus" domesticus)" showed" fewer" differences" between"
populations"and"a" larger"degree"of"variation"within"populations,"which"resulted" in"a"substantial"degree"of"
overlap"in"sperm"traits"between"populations."We"conclude"that"sperm"competition"may"promote"divergence"
in" sperm" traits"because"populations" tend" to"differ" in" the" intensity"of" sexual" selection," leading" to"different"
rates"of"evolutionary"change"and"a"small"degree"of"variation"within"populations." "




